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2Known topological quantum matter, including topological insulators and Dirac/Weyl
semimetals, often hosts robust boundary states in the gaps between bulk bands in energy-
momentum space. Beyond one-gap systems, quantum crystals may also feature more than
one inter-band gap. The manifestation of higher-fold topology with multiple nontrivial gaps
in quantum materials remains elusive. In this work, we leverage a photoemission spec-
troscopy probe to discover the multi-gap topology of a chiral fermion material. We identify
two sets of chiral surface states. These Fermi arcs exhibit an emergent ladder structure in
energy-momentum space, unprecedented in topological materials. Furthermore, we deter-
mine the multi-gap chiral charge C = (2, 2). Our results provide a general framework to
explore future complex topological materials.
Topological phases have taken center stage in condensed matter physics and material science,
due to their exotic quantum properties [1–10]. In crystals, nontrivial topology is manifest in the
bulk-boundary correspondence of their elecronic structure, which specifies that topologically non-
trivial bulk bands give rise to protected surface states. These surface states, in turn, encode the
topology of the bulk bands [2, 3, 7]. The understanding of this correspondence over the past
decades has led to the discovery of many types of topological quantum matter, including topo-
logical insulators with Dirac surface states [2–4], magnetic topological insulators with chiral edge
modes [5, 6], and Weyl semimetals with helicoid surface Fermi arcs [7–10]. Each of these discov-
eries has opened a subfield with immense research activity. These examples are all composed of
a single set of surface states in the inter-band gap between two bulk bands; see Fig. 1(a),(b). Here
we use the term gap to indicate an energy separation between two bands, which is topologically
equivalent to a global band gap, i.e. it can be continuously deformed into a global gap without
any bands crossing. A theoretical frontier in the field is the properties of topological phases in
multi-gap systems, which are theoretically predicted to exhibit novel quantum properties such
as exotic Landau level structure and unusual optical/transport properties [11–18]. By leveraging
the bulk-boundary correspondence, surface sensitive experimental techniques are critical to de-
termine the unique topology of multi-gap topological crystals. Despite intensive investigations,
no previous experimental observation has determined the set of topological invariants of multiple
nontrivial band gaps, which precisely identify the global ground state. In this study, we use ultra-
violet angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) to study the chiral substitutional alloy
AxBySi where A and B are group 9 and 10 elements, respectively. We directly and clearly observe
a Fermi arc ladder of surface states.
3To attain an experimental realization of the Fermi arc ladder, we consider semimetals that host
higher-fold chiral fermions, which can be understood as a generalization of more familiar Weyl
fermions. For Weyl fermions, one topological invariant, the chiral charge C, is defined within the
band gap on k-space manifolds enclosing a the two-fold degeneracy; see Fig. 1(a). As a conse-
quence, one set of boundary states is topologically protected within the gap; see Fig. 1(b). By
extending this paradigm to higher-fold fermions, the set of possibilities becomes more diverse.
Dirac-like nonchiral fermions have a chiral charge of zero in each gap [12, 19–22], whereas Weyl-
like chiral fermions have nonzero chiral charge in multiple gaps [11, 13–16]. For an N -fold chiral
fermion, we call the series of chiral charges the multi-gap chiral charge C = (C1, C2, ..., CN−1),
which includes one integer for each band gap; see Fig. 1(c). From here, the bulk-boundary cor-
respondence specifies that in gap i there are Ci chiral surface states, so called Fermi arcs. These
states are called chiral because of the presence of a net nonzero number of left/right moving quasi-
particles for a chosen chemical potential along a closed path in the surface Brillouin zone. In
the multi-gap case, there are a net nonzero number right/left movers in multiple gaps, leading to
chiral Fermi arcs that are stacked in the energy direction; see Fig. 1(d). In light of the duality of
the bulk-boundary correspondence, a Fermi arc ladder is both a topologically protected emergent
structure and a characteristic signature of higher-fold topology. Therefore, the Fermi arc ladder
constitutes a key property of higher-fold chiral fermion materials.
In the search for an ideal material candidate to study multi-gap topology, we consider crystals
in structurally chiral space group P213 (#198), where non-zero Chern numbers and bulk cone-
like dispersions have recently been observed [23–28]. Materials in this space group are especially
promising because the conical bands are predicted to arise from a three-fold chiral fermion at the
Γ point and a four-fold chiral fermion at the R point of the bulk Brillouin zone, naturally providing
a platform for multiple topological band gaps [15, 16]; see 1(e)-(g). However, no previous work
has measured chiral modes in multiple band gaps, leaving the multi-gap chiral charge an open
question.
In the present study, we have chemically engineered the substitutional alloy RhxNiySi; see
Sec. A of the Supplemental Materials. Rigorous Laue, as well as single crystal, x-ray diffraction
measurements show that our sample is crystalline, and possesses the desired structurally chiral
space group P213 (#198); see Sec. B of Supplemental Material. Detailed chemical analysis
indicates that the composition of our sample is x = 0.95 and y = 0.05. The Flack factor was
refined to −0.01(11) throughout the sample, indicating that only one structurally chiral domain is
4present. Importantly, the presence of Ni does not induce any magnetism as the sample was found
to be diamagnetic down to 10 K.
Having verified the high quality of our samples, we now present experimental ARPES evidence
of nontrivial multi-gap topology in RhxNiySi. By utilizing 85 eV incident photons, the measured
(001) Fermi surface covers multiple surface Brillouin zones; see Fig. 2(a). Long states are ob-
served stretching across each Brillouin zone from the Γ¯ point to the M¯ point. Further decreasing
the photon energy to 40 eV to improve energy and momentum resolution, we find these states
disperse in the same manner; see Fig. 2(b). Further understanding of these states can be gained
by analyzing their EB vs k dispersion through and on either side of the Γ¯ point. At negative
ky, one isolated right-moving chiral mode is observed, which corresponds to a Chern number of
C(ky < 0) = +1 along this direction; see Fig. 2(c). At ky = 0, the chiral state and its time-
reversal partner connect directly to the projection of the degeneracy point, see Fig. 2(d). Moving
to positive ky, one isolated left-moving chiral mode is observed, indicating C(ky > 0) = −1;
see Fig. 2(e). Together, these three dispersions provide strong evidence that the surface states are
topological Fermi arcs, connecting bands 2 and 3 of the bulk three-fold chiral fermion. Moreover,
these measurements reveal the detailed nature of Fermi arc switching at a higher-fold fermion.
For the first time, we clearly see a surface state transition from topological (connecting bands 2
and 3) to trivial (starting and ending at band 2) as the EB vs k dispersion is scanned across the
degeneracy point, as illustrated in the schematics in Figs. 2(f)-(h). To extract the chiral charge
for gap 2, we note that the difference between the Chern numbers along two lines is equal to
the chiral charge enclosed by those lines [29]. In this case, we obtain that the chiral charge is
C2 = C(ky < 0)− C(ky > 0) = 1− (−1) = 2.
To explain how the Chern number switches back to +1 when ky is further increased across the
Brillouin zone boundary, we note that another higher-fold chiral fermions exists at the R point, not
explored in this work [15, 16, 23–26].
To search for a second Fermi arc, we examine the band structure below the Fermi level and
closer to Γ¯. A constant EB contour measured at EB = 300 meV shows signatures of multiple
chiral modes indicated by the dashed cyan lines; see Fig. 3(a). While the Fermi arcs in gap 2
are still present near the edge of Fig. 3(a), there is another set of states residing closer to Γ¯. To
better resolve these states, we take the second derivative of the constant EB spectrum in Fig. 3(b),
and observe that the inner states are disconnected and distinct from the outer Fermi arcs. This
is consistent with these states being two sets topological Fermi arcs. Comparing to the ab initio
5calculation, we find the top the inner states, closest to Γ¯, exist in Gap 1, whereas the outer states
are in Gap 2, as expected; see Fig. 3(c),(d). To confirm the topological nature of these states, we
measure EB vs k ARPES spectra along the path indicated by the dashed, dark blue line in Fig.
3(a). We identify two distinct chiral modes; see Fig. 3(e). The separation of the lower state is clear
when observing the second derivative of of the data; see Fig. 3(f). By comparing to the ab initio
calculation we confirm that the lower chiral mode disperses in Gap 1 and connects the lower bulk
band to the upper bulk band, and that the upper chiral mode disperses through Gap 2; see Fig.
3(g),(h). The upper state is the Fermi arc previously explored in Fig. 2. The lower chiral state is
a second Fermi arc. With an identical procedure to that carried out for Gap 2, the contribution to
the multi-gap chiral charge for Gap 1 can be experimentally assigned to be C1 = 2.
Our data reveals a stacked pattern of chiral modes in different bulk bandgaps, which constitutes
a direct observation of a two-rung Fermi arc ladder. These Fermi arcs are expected to connect
directly to the bulk states of the higher-fold chiral fermion. Already, such bulk-to-arc connections
have been shown to give rise to novel transport response in one-gap topological crystals [30]. In
multi-gap topological crystals, the possible electron orbits become more complex, which may be
accompanied by more exotic transport properties, since multiple nontrivial topological inter-band
gaps may be present at the Fermi level if the bulk bands possess adequate bandwidth. Addition-
ally, a Fermi arc ladder naturally lends itself to optical studies investigating inter-gap topological
surface state transitions.
In conclusion, by utilizing surface sensitive ARPES measurements, we have directly observed a
novel Fermi arc ladder and determined the multi-gap chiral charge of a higher-fold chiral fermion:
C = (2, 2). These results are a remarkable example of the role of topology in naturally emergent
structure. By extending topological phases from one-gap to multi-gap systems, our work moti-
vates further transport and optical research on topological intergap phenomena, which may lead
to breakthroughs in surface science and quantum sensing. Furthermore, the higher-fold/multi-gap
topology presented here is not restricted to electronic crystals, and can be realized in mechanical,
phononic, and photonic systems, opening up opportunities for further research.
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FIG. 1: Multiple nontrivial band gaps and Fermi arc ladders in P213 materials. a, Schematic of a
two-band system, with degeneracy corresponding to a Weyl fermion in three dimensions. b, Schematic
of bulk-boundary correspondence of a one-gap system with a surface/edge chiral mode. The momentum
path corresponds to the blue plane in a. c, Schematic of a chiral fermion with three bulk cones and two
topologically nontrivial energy gaps. d, Schematic of bulk-boundary correspondence of a two-gap system
with surface/edge chiral modes. The momentum path can be visualized as the blue plane in c. e, Crystal
structure of AxBySi substitution alloy in the P213 spacegroup (#198). f, Bulk and (001) surface Brillouin
zone. g, Ab initio band structure calculation along high-symmetry lines of RhSi binary.
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FIG. 2: Fermi arc switching in momentum space. a, Surface sensitive ARPES measured Fermi surface
from (001) surface, measured with 85 eV incident photons. Long Fermi arc surface states connect pockets
at Γ¯ and M¯ as indicated by the dashed cyan line. b, ARPES measured Fermi surface at the Γ¯ point with
40 eV incident photons. c-e, EB vs k ARPES spectra showing chiral Fermi arc surface states along paths
defined by the dotted lines in b. Arrows indicate chiral modes at the Fermi level, which switch at the three-
fold chiral fermion at Γ¯. f-h, Schematics of chiral Fermi arcs (solid blue lines) and bulk bands (dotted lines)
depicting the Fermi arc switching at the Γ¯ point in gap 2.
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FIG. 3: A two-rung Fermi arc ladder. a, b, ARPES measured constant EB contour at EB = 300 meV (a)
and second-derivative (b) at the Γ¯ point. Two states near the zone center are observed, disconnected from
the outer Fermi arcs. Both inner and outer states are indicated by cyan dashed lines in a. c, Same data as
in b with an overlay of the ab initio band structure at kz = 0. d, Schematic constant EB contour showing
chiral states (thick blue lines) in gap 1 and gap 2 of the bulk bands of the three-fold chiral fermion (dotted
lines). e, f, ARPES measured EB vs k cut at ky = 0.22 A˚−1 (d) and second-derivative (e), along the path
indicated by the dark blue dashed line in a. Two disconnected chiral modes are observed as indicated by
the dashed cyan lines. g, Same data as in f with an overlay of the ab initio band structure at kz = 0. h,
Schematic EB vs k plot showing the Fermi arc ladder (thick blue lines) with states propagating in gap 1 and
gap 2 of the three-fold chiral fermion (dotted lines). The trivial surface state has been suppressed for clarity.
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Supplementary Materials
SM A. Methods
Single Crystal Growth
A single crystal of the RhxNiySi was grown from the melt using the vertical Bridgman crystal
growth technique. First, polycrystalline ingot of the Ni-substituted composition, Rh0.95Ni0.05Si
was prepared by pre-melting the highly pure stoichiometric amount of respective metals under
argon atmosphere using an arc melt technique. Then the crushed powder was filled in a custom-
designed sharp-edged alumina tube, which was again sealed inside a tantalum tube with argon
atmosphere. Here we induced a slight excess of Si in the composition to ensure a flux growth
inside the Bridgman ampule. First, the sample was heated to 1550◦ C with a rate of 200 C/h and
held there for 10 h. Then the ampule was slowly pulled to the cold zone, up to 1100◦ C with a rate
of 0.8 mm/h. The temperature was controlled by attaching a thermocouple at the bottom of the
Bridgman ampule. A single crystal with average dimension of 9 mm length and 6 mm diameter
was obtained.
Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(001) polished single crystals were in situ sputtered with 500-1000 eV Ar ions for 5-30 minutes
and annealed to 550-585◦ C (assuming a sample emissivity of 0.45) for 30-45 minutes in ultra-high
vacuum (UHV), cyclically.
ARPES studies were carried out at beamline 4.0.3 of the Advanced Light Source. Incident light
in the range 40-85 eV. Sample temperature was maintained between 17-20 K during all ARPES
measurements and vacuum conditions were UHV.
SM B. Single-crystal characterization
The single crystallinity was first checked with a white beam backscattering Laue x-ray setup at
12
room temperature. A picture of the grown single crystal and the refined Laue pattern is shown in
Fig. S1(a),(b). In order to verify the presence of Ni, Rhi, and Si in the grown single crystal, we
first performed the compositional analysis with energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy and
a representative plot is shown in Fig. S1(b), clearly revealing the presence of all three elements
in the compound. Then a detailed chemical analysis was carried out to precisely determine the
chemical composition of the grown single crystal and is estimated as Rh0.955Ni0.045Si.
A small piece was broken from the large crystal and selected fragments were mounted on
Kapton loops and tested for structure refinement. Data were collected on a Rigaku AFC7 four-
circle diffractometer with a Saturn 724+ CCD-detector applying graphite-monochromatized Mo-
Kα radiation. The pertinent details are given in Table S1. Due to strong correlations, a free
refinement of occupancies at the mixed Rh/Ni site did not give very reasonable results as indicated
in particular by comparison of displacement parameters at Si versus Rh/Ni atom site. Since in
binary RhSi counterintuitively the displacement parameter of Si is slightly smaller than at the
other site, occupancies for the metals were optimized using this condition as a main guide. Along
this line, an optimized model indicates 7% Ni at the metal site which is in quite good agreement
with analytical results, even more when considering large difference in scattering power of Ni vs.
Rh. The absolute structure of the crystal clearly has to be assigned to B-form [31] and the Flack
parameter refined to -0.01(11). Evidently, the refined Flacks parameter confirms single chirality
domain formation in the grown single crystal. As expected the absolute structure refinement is not
particularly sensitive to variation of occupancies at the metal site.
The magnetization measurement was performed using a Quantum Design vibrating sample
magnetometer (MPMS) with magnetic field up to 7 T. The diamagnetic behavior of the RhxNiySi
single crystal is evident from the field dependent magnetization data at various temperatures 5, 20
and 50 K; see Fig. S1(c). Similar diamagnetic behavior is also observed for the Weyl fermions in
TaAs [32] and the Dirac fermions in Bi [33, 34]. The field-independent negative dc-susceptibility
throughout the measured temperature range indicates the absence of any long range magnetic
ordering and confirms the intrinsic diamagnetism in our RhxNiySi single crystals; see Fig. S1(d).
SM C. Ab initio calculation
First-principles calculations were performed within the density functional theory (DFT) frame-
work using the projector augmented wave method as implemented in the VASP package [35, 36].
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Compound RhxNiySi
F.W. (g/mol); 127.91
Space group;Z P213 (No.198);4
a (A˚) 4.6766(6)
V (A˚3) 102.28(4)
Absorption Correction Multi-scan
Extinction Coefficient 0.22(1)
θ range (deg) 4.4-36.8
No. independent reflections 165
No. parameters 8
R1; wR2 (allI) 0.0212; 0.0464
Goodness of fit 1.122
Diffraction peak and hole (e−/A˚3) 1.188;-1.476
Refined formula Rh0.93Ni0.07Si
Table S1: Single crystalline x-ray diffraction.
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FIG. S1: Physical characterization of RhxNiySi single crystals. a, Laue diffraction pattern of a [100]
oriented crystal superposed with a theoretically simulated pattern confirming high crystal quality. b, EDX
pattern of the RhxNiySi single crystals. Picture of the grown RhxNiySi single crystal (inset). c, Magnetiza-
tion measured at 5, 20, and 50 K. d, Magnetic susceptibility measured with 3.5 and 7 T fields, respectively.
